Title word cross-reference

(0, 1, -1) [MW81]. (A, B) [Bha83]. (A, K)
[CDS84]. (A \circ A^{-T}) [JS86]. 0 [BB87]. 1
[Ber83, BB87]. 12 [GM87a]. 2
[DHS87, Tay82]. 22 [DF83b]. 2 \times 2 [Uhl85]. 3
[AP86, HS85, Mon86]. 600 [LT80]. A [EJ82].
AA^T = vI - J [MW81]. AX + X^*A^* = C
[LR83]. Ax = b [EJ82]. b [Coo83]. P_2(A)
[VC82]. D [CDJ82]. sl(2, C) [Pro82a]. GF(3)
[MS81]. H [Har86]. J [Tod84b]. K [CDS84,
ACP87, CN84, CK87, Hwa86, LL87, Mac81].
L [MW87], l^1 \cap [CK86]. l_1 [Rot84]. l_\infty [Rot84].
l_p [DW80]. \lambda [JS81]. log \lfloor CT80 \rfloor.
LU
[AO86, Dav86, FP86, Har86, Mat84, VC82].
M [AO86, Bar86, Buo86, FP84, Gam87,
JOv83, Lew80, Ros84, Smi81, VC82, Gam86].
N
[Dia80, Tan84, CW87, Hwa86, Kir83, Sal84].
N \times N [MD86]. O(\sqrt{n}) [CT80]. O(n^2)
[OBB81]. O(\sqrt{V}) [HS85]. P
[GJR83, GJR86, CT80]. p [CT80]. q
[Dum80, Kir83]. QR [GM86, Chu84]. R^n
[Tod84b]. S^{n-1} [Chu86]. t [GLL80, Moo83].
v \times v [MW81]. Z^k_2 [Mor86]. Z_2^n [Tan83].

-ary [Kir83, Moo83], -cell [LT80], -center
[CT80], -chain [Ber83], -circuit [MW81].
-connectivity [Tay82], -cube [Sal84], -cut
[HS85], -decompositions [Har86, Mat84].
-designs [GLL80], -distance [DW80].
-domination [CN84], -edge-connected
[CW87], -functions [MW87], -gons [Tan84].
-Hahn [Dum80], -invariant [Bha83].
-Jacobi [Dum80], -matching [Coo83].

2* [APSZ81].


convolutions [EH87]. correcting [Phe84].
Correlation [Win83]. correspondence [Vo81]. cost [GH82]. costliest [KS81].
count [LAP82]. counterexample [She81].
Counting [Bra82]. coverage [MZ83].
Covering [AO81, AT85, CKSS81, CN85, BL86, FW82, Hoe83, KS87a, KS87b].
coverings [EOZ87, WT81]. criteria [Her84a]. critical [EZR85]. critically [CW87].
crosscorrelations [Gam86].
Crossing [GJ83]. cube [Mat87, PP85, Sal84]. current [Ber83].
Curves [Chu86]. cut [HS85, Len82, Sal84].
cutwidth [Chu85b]. cycles [BW80, GS84, dK82].
DAC [PR82]. data [BP85, CR83].
decision [BS87, DK87]. decoding [BS87].
decomposable [HR86, Hav86, KMS84].
Decomposing [BW80]. Decomposition [Cun82, Has85, Taz85, AG84, CS87, CH87, Chu81, DER85, Sam80, Tog86].
decompositions [Bou87, Har86, Mat84].
Decreasing [BC81]. defectives [Chr83].
defining [Coo83]. definite [HM84].
degrees [GJ86]. demand [FW80]. density [Ber87]. dependent [FW80, NS81]. depth [PY82].
description [Uhl85]. design [CLR87, Gall85a, Sug83, Won80]. designs [CMW85, CCR82, GLL80]. detection [Chr83].
Determinacy [Pro83].
determinant [Ber80b]. determinants [Bal85]. Diagonal [BPP81, BH83, CDS83, ES82, HSM87, HH86].
diagram [LLM84]. dictionary [SW86].
Difference [Cla86, Gup86]. different [HS81]. differential [Ber87, BJW85, CP83, Cam83, Cla86, Grü86].
Differentiate [GM86]. diffusers [Buc86].
diffusion [GGH80, Gup86]. digital [AS80, Joh85]. digits [Pro82b]. Digraph [Bou87, KS85, SP84]. digraphs [Gan81].
Dilworth [Sak80]. dimension [CL84, EOZ87, KS87b, Wim84, Yan82].
dimensional [ABBW87, CGJ82, HG85]. dimensions [BS83]. direct [FP84, Hey87, WT81]. direct-iterative [FP84].
directed [BE84, BH85c, Cun82, Gil80b]. directional [FJ81].
Discounted [ACN80]. Discrete [Fis84, Per87, Bal85, Bos84, CS87, Cla85, D re82, FS85, Grü81, Per83, TS85, Vic84].
discretization [Grü86]. Disjoint [RS85, CH81, EOZ87]. Disjunctive [Bal85].
displacement [BM87]. distance [DW80].
distances [MT83]. distinct [KW80a].
distributed [BM80]. Distribution [CGW87, HR86, Hav86, PR82, SW86].
distributions [Bar80, BP86, CS87, FP86, Hey87, KMS84].
domains [AJ84]. dominant [Neu86].
dominating [CK87]. domination [CN84, LPHH84]. Double [CR82, Pro85].
double-basis [Pro85]. Doubly [HG85].
Doubly-periodic [HG85]. Drazin [Bra82].
dual [BHP86, Coo83, Fis87, Hal85]. duality [HM84].
Duffin [Cha83]. duplicate [Wes82].
Dynamic [Six80, BL86, CK87, HR85, Rot81, Yao82].
Dynamic-programming [Sax80].
Dynamical [Gol85b]. dynamics [GH85].
edge [CW87, PS86]. edge-coloring [PS86].
effect [dN85]. effective [Buz82]. effects [AG83].
Efficient [HT86, LN80, PS83, PS86, Bol87, Lam87].
Eggenberger [BP85].
eigenvalue [AG84, SN85, Tre86].
eigenvalues [Chu86].
Eigenvectors [Grü81, dN85].
elections [Bo183]. electricity [Ber83]. elements [MP84b]. elimination [Gli80b, MN80].
Embedding [CLR87, Hea87]. Embeddings [ABBW87, ACP87]. encoding [MN84].
Ensembles [KW80b]. entries [BJOv87, SW86].
Entropy [FB84, EGL87].
enumeration [BW80, Lin86, LC84].
enumerators [Gag81, Gag83, MS81].
enveloping [Gup86]. equality [Hil87].
Plackett [Ber87]. Planar
[DGK80, Dji82, HS85, Sak82]. plane
[DGK81b, Gil80a, LLM84, LY82, Sug83].
planes [Kan82b, Kan82a]. plan
[CNW80, CT82]. point
[FS84, Gol82, HVW82, Lat82].
point-symmetric [HVW82]. polar
[CH87]. Polya [BP85, Gol85a]. Polya-Eggenberger
[BP85]. polyhedra [AJ81, Buc87, Cha87].
polyhedron [Coo83, Gil81, KT81]. polymatroid
[BT81]. polynomial
[BP82, Gat83, KKS87, Mer86, Per83, Ran85,
SK86, Sax80]. polynomials
[Bar84, Bar87, DGK80, Dun80, Gol80, PR85,
Rub86, Ste86, Wan83]. polytopes
[BM84, Tak81]. posed
[AG83]. poset
[DD85]. posets
[DF83a, Pro82a]. positive
[Bar86, CDS84, HM84]. postman
[Gil81]. powers
[FS80]. Practical
[Boo82, Bos84, Bum81, CG82, CT80, CH80a,
CH81, CLR87, Cla84, CS86, CP86, CP87,
CK87, CT82, Dji82, GS84, GGH80, Hoc83,
HS85, HS86, HHW81, KS87a, KS87b, Lan84,
Len82, MS86, MZH83, Mon86, Pro85, RP85,
SN85, Tre86, Wen87, Won80, Yan82].
problems
[ANW84, AT86, AJ81, AJ85,
AG83, Bal85, BH85a, BT81, BH86, Bolo85a,
BL86, BHP86, CN84, CNW80, ES82, FW82,
Hal85, JMJ87, Lin86, LC84, Rot84, SW87,
Sug83, Tam83, Whi86, WS82, Zem85].
procedure
[CB85]. process
[Lat82]. processing
[CB85]. processor
[DFL82, Phi87]. product
[Phe84, Sak80]. products
[Bar87, RV83, WT81]. Profile
[DW85]. programming
[Bal85, BL86, CK87, Dre82, HM84, HR85,
Pro85, Sax80, Sta85, Yao82, de 84a].
programs
[FS84]. projection
[CS87]. Projectively
[BLP87]. projective
[Gam86]. prolate
[Grü81]. proof
[Ber80b, Cha82, Gyö86]. proper
[Obb81]. properties
[BW86, BL83, GY80, KV86,
Mac81, She80, de 84b]. property
[Grü86, Pro82a, Sta80a]. proportional
[Bol85b].

Quadratic
[Dok87, BJW85, CW82,
DGK81b, HM84, Rub86]. quadrics
[Gam86]. qualitative
[GL81]. quantizer
[BS83]. quasidistance
[SP84]. Quasimonotonic
[EH87]. queues
[LN80].

R
[CT15]. radius
[BS86, BB87, KS87a, KS87b]. Rado
[DF83b, FF80, Sta80b]. Radon
[Mor86]. Random
[Gil80a, LT80, Tak81, BE84,
Bar80, Buc87, FFF86, KT81, KW80b,
MP84a, Mat87, MMP80a, MMP80b, Sam80].
Randomly
[Fin85]. rank
[LR81]. Ranking
[KS85, Ber80a]. rankings
[CK86]. rates
[Mat87]. ratio
[ACN80]. reaction
[GGH80]. reaction-diffusion
[GGH80]. real
[Rub86]. realizations
[SP84]. Rearrangeable
[PY82, Pip80]. recognition
[AP86]. recognizing
[Sax80]. Reconstruction
[KSS80, Per81]. rectangle
[BCC83, FHM80]. rectangles
[BH85a, CK85]. Rectangular
[GL83, GL81]. Rectilinear
[FHM80, Gyö86, Sak82]. recurrence
[BPR82, Sze87]. recurrences
[HG85, WS82]. recursion
[TZ83]. Recursive
[Bac82, Min85b, BPR82, BS87]. recursiveness
[GJR83, GJ86]. reducible
[Ros82, Sha87]. reducing
[Car84]. reduction
[HH86]. Reed
[Tie85]. regions
[AO81, CK81]. CS84, Sak82]. regression
[Mac81]. regular
[Ros84, Tak81]. related

tableaux [Gan81]. tandem [LN80]. TDMA [LL87]. technique [Gup86]. Telephone [BH86, HR85]. telephones [Bum81]. Tensor [de 87]. Tensors [MW83]. terms [TZ83]. testing [CH80a, CH81, DK87, ES82, HHW81, HSD81, Hwa84, KCP82, Meh86]. their [Chu86, DGK83, EGL87, KSSS80, MW87, dN85]. them [Wal83]. theorem [Ber80b, CDJ82, Cha82, DF83b, FF80, GRE84, Gyo86, Pec81, Sta80a]. theorems [ANW84, BJW85, KKP85, Sta80b]. theoretic [GLM81]. theoretical [Ber80a]. theory [Chu84, EHH87, Fis83, GH85, JM87, Kö86, LM82]. those [Tre86]. Three [Hwa84, BS83, Bos84, Gam86].

two-valued [Gam86]. Threshold [CL84, Doi87, Fis83, HIS81, EOZ87, Gol82]. Threshold-bounded [Fis83]. ties [CK86]. tiesets [SCC83]. tight [BC81]. time [Cam83, Cla86, DFL82, FW80, Per87, Sax80]. time-band [Per87]. time-dependent [FW80]. time-varying [Cam83, Cla86]. titration [Shr84]. Toda [Chu84]. Toeplitz [Bul85, Grüt81, Tre85, Tre86]. tool [Sta85].

Topological [MPS85, Chu85b]. total [LPHH84]. Totally [HKS85, Lew80, BL86, Coo83]. Totally-balanced [HK89]. tournaments [Ber80a]. traceable [Fin85]. Traditional [KKK83]. transform [BS87, Per81]. transformation [Joh85]. transformations [BL83]. transforms [EH87, Mor86]. transitive [AJ84]. translation [Kan82b, Kan82a]. transmissions [Wes82]. transportation [AM81, BH85a]. travelling [Cla84]. tree [ACP87, CG82, Cha82, CDS83, CT80, Chu85b, GH82, Jov83, Liu87, MP84a, Wil86].
REFERENCES

[AP86, Ber86, CH80, CK87, DK87, FHM80, FP81, KS81, Len82, M83, PS83, Rus80].

trials [NS81]. triangular [H86].

triangularization [MIN87], triangulation [Lin87, Tod84b]. Triangulations [BM84, Sah84]. triangular [HH86].

triple [d82]. Tutte [B80b].

trinity [Ber80b].

triple [dPR82]. Tutte [B80b].

two [BW80, BFHMV84, Cam83, CH81, Chr83, CH80b, CGJ82, Dun80, GS84, HG85, SCC83].

two-chord [SCC83]. two-dimensional [CGJ82, HG85]. two-stripe [GS84].

two-stripe [GS84].

type [Dun80, Lat82, Neu83].

uppermetric [ABBW87]. undiscounted [FS84]. unichain [WT81]. unimodality [CFG80]. unit [Rot84]. unitary [Bac82].

Unlabelled [CM84]. Updating [FP86].

Upper [Len82, BH85a]. urn [BP85, Gol85a].

use [Mol86]. Using [GM86, AG84, Gam87].

value [Bar86, Tog86]. valued [DGK81a, DGK81b, Gam86]. Values [Owe86, Bol87, GW80, Uhl85]. variable [BHP86, Hal85, MS86].

variable-complexity [MS86]. variables [Dun80, Sam80]. variational [GM87b].

varying [Cam83, Cla87]. Vector [CT15, KOY86, Phi87]. vectors [BN87, CW82, Phi87]. version [Gri81].

versions [Hwa84]. versus [FB84]. vertex [G80b, G86, PS86]. vertex-and [PS86].

Vertices [HHS82, BE84, Buc87, KS85, KT81]. via [HM84]. VLSI [CLR87, CGW87]. voltage [Ber83].

Volterra [Red86, RZ82, Red85a, Red85b]. Voronoi [CS84].

Voting [Fis84].

walk [Mat87]. walks [KW80b, LT80].

watchmen [KKK83]. wave [Gri81].

weighing [CMW85]. Weight [Gag81, Gag83, MS81, Lin87]. Weighted [Mor86, AW80]. Weyl [Sta80a]. which

[Her84a]. Whitney [IW81]. whose [Smi81].

width [Cha87, CGW87]. wiring [Smi81].

without [Wal83, Wes82, Win82]. Worst [Won80]. Worst-case [Won80].

years [DF83b]. Young [Gam81]. zeros [BS86].
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